
Moscore QM - Bug #391

THQMA MYLAPS decoder is experiencing  excessive lag  time in reporting crossings

06/20/2018 04:05 AM - Walter Pate

Status: Resolved Start date: 06/20/2018

Priority: High Due date:  

Assignee: Jamie Pate % Done: 0%

Category: X2 decoder Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: Future Spent time: 2.00 hours

Description

Heather Wallace called regarding their last race where the time frame between when the car crossed the start finish line and

whenthe passing displayed on the scoreboard seemed to be more that 2 seconds.

History

#1 - 06/20/2018 04:42 AM - Walter Pate

- File Moscore Backup 6-19.mbk added

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- Priority changed from Normal to High

Because i could not see what was happening I asked Heather to send a copy of their database.

When she did so I noticed an iregularity in the race scoring mode's Race passings where it showed the cars were all on lap 1 during the warm up

laps, then for one passing it showed the green flag, then went back to warmup laps with 0 laps till the green flag was displayed. I think Jamie needs to

look at the datbase, and we need to request the THQMA Debug logs from Moscore-QM.

I have attached a copy of the THQMA database. This anomoly seemed to have started May 19 2018 on Points Race 2. Then did it again June 2

Regional race. I can not tell if this is something the scoring personal is doing with the keyboard, Jamie can you analyze?

#2 - 01/07/2021 07:28 PM - Walter Pate

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

no further reports regarding to this issue. local technician believes they were scoring on the wrong computer

Files

Moscore Backup 6-19.mbk 926 KB 06/20/2018 Walter Pate
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